Rolling Road Information \ Disclaimer

Note :- all procedures tests and disclaimers apply to Dynodaze Ltd, Dynodaze Customworx Ltd & Dynodaze
Performance Parts Ltd. Please read this document carefully and then complete the form and sign the agreement below.
No rolling road tests or Remapping will be performed without this signed agreement to the terms and
conditions.
Power Run: - This consists of carrying out a full throttle power test to determine bhp and torque at the wheels and
calculated flywheel figures.
Remap:- Increasing the Power of your vehicle by electronic means at your own risk.
Pre Test Conditions: - The customer must make sure the vehicle is in a fit state to dyno test: - fluid levels are topped
up oil, water, tyres are in good condition and correctly inflated, the cooling system must be free from defects and
functioning correctly. For the purposes of accurate performance testing and best results you must be satisfied that all
relevant components are in sound condition ,for example , spark plugs, injectors, turbochargers, ignition system should
all be sound otherwise the results may not represent the true performance of the vehicle. The rolling road may of
course be used to establish the cause or source of the problem. There must be means to attach securing straps to the
vehicle if not we may not be able to power test in these circumstances where we have spent the normal time on the
rolling road the agreed charges will still apply.
Safety:- The customer must conform to the safety instructions given by Dynodaze Ltd personnel, particularly
regarding safe distances and noise protection , please observe safety notices and no entry signs. Failure to adhere to
safety instructions will result in immediate
cessation of any rolling road testing until the testing area has been made safe.
Agreement: - As a customer of Dynodaze Ltd and the rolling road testing or remapping, I have read and understood
and accept the conditions and responsibilities stated above. I further accept that the rolling road tests and remapping
are carried out at my own risk and that Dynodaze Ltd and the respective personnel cannot be held responsible for any
vehicle mechanical damage or failure, failure of parts or loss of any kind.
I therefore indemnify Dynodaze Ltd, their respective Management, Staff, Employees, Operators, Volunteers
and Sponsors against any/all claims, actions, demands, losses, damages, costs and expenses whatsoever
suffered from or incurred as a result of the above mentioned activity.
Remapped YES / NO
Predicted BHP ……………….
Signed …………………………

Date …………………………

